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Wisdom from Courageous – and Silenced – Whistle-
blowing “Vaccine Skeptics”
(plus a great 1923 poem about the perils of vaccination) Collected from the
World-wide Web

By Dr. Gary G. Kohls
Global Research, November 08, 2020

Theme: Science and Medicine

“Mercury/thimerosal and lead (and aluminum) are extremely neurotoxic and cytotoxic, but
their combined synergistic effect is much worse.

A dose of  mercury  sufficient  to  kill  1% of  tested rats,  when combined with  a  dose of  lead
sufficient to kill less than 1% of rats, resulted in killing 100% of rats tested.

Mercury has a similar synergistic effect with aluminum, which is also in most vaccines.”  —
Bernard Windham, M.D.
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Previously healthy infants shortly after receiving their “routine” baby shots. (Infant # 2 had been given
both the live virus MMR and the mercury-containing flu shot simultaneously.)
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Below are charts showing that many epidemic infectious diseases had already become far less lethal
(and also less common) by the time mass vaccinations were popularized in America
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Read these authors and their truth-telling books because the WHO, the CDC, the AAP, the AMA, the
AAFP and most MDs, even Pediatricians, WILL NOT!
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And finally, note the wisdom and skepticism in the following, very pertinent post-World War I
poem that was published in the Salt Lake City Telegram in 1923. Recall that the world-wide
epidemic  of  (likely  vaccine-caused)  “influenza”  was  most  likely  caused  by  the  Rockefeller
Institute’s mass (live virus) vaccination programs of all newly conscripted US soldiers shortly
after they arrived at their basic training camps. The vaccine-sickened soldiers who managed
to recover from their  acute vaccine-caused illnesses then went “over there” and likely
spread the virulent vaccine flu virus to the rest of the world.

***

VACCINATION CRAZY, EH! WOT?

By F.C. BUSH, 166 East 2nd St, Salt Lake City  

They’ll vaccinate the young men
Upon their arms so warm
They’ll vaccinate the babies
The moment they are born
They’ll vaccinate the maidens
On the ankle or the thigh
They’ll vaccinate the old men
A week before they die

Chorus:
Another craze has struck Salt Lake
Folks are asking “Did it take?”
When you go out
The news-boys shout
“Have you been vaccinate(d)?”

They’ll vaccinate the old maids
Upon their modest arms
They’ll vaccinate the sheep and pigs
Upon their separate farms
They’ll vaccinate your auto
And your license number too
They’ll vaccinate the polar bears
And the elephant in the zoo
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Chorus
They’ll vaccinate the roosters
And the hens upon their legs
Two days before they’re even laid
They’ll vaccinate the eggs
They’ll vaccinate the table
They’ll vaccinate the chairs
They’ll vaccinate the apples and
They’ll vaccinate the pears

Chorus
They’re vaccination crazy
They’ll vaccinate the loon
They’ll climb up when it’s hazy
And they’ll vaccinate the moon
The sun, the stars, the universe
They are vaccination mad
They’ll vaccinate the sorrowful
And vaccinate the glad

Chorus
They’ll vaccinate the dogs and cats
They’ll vaccinate the fleas
They’ll vaccinate the cabbage head
They’ll vaccinate the peas
They’ll vaccinate the clothes you wear
Your razor, brush and soap
And if you want to hang yourself
They’ll vaccinate the rope

Chorus
The world is full of jazz and cranks
It’s full of syncopation
But let us keep these vaccine pranks
Outside of legislation
Or they’ll vaccinate your hydrant
And they’ll vaccinate your well
Then they’ll vaccinate your heaven
And make life an itching hell

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Dr Gary G. Kohls lives in the USA and writes a weekly column, entitled Duty to Warn, for the
Duluth Reader, Duluth, Minnesota’s alternative newsweekly magazine. His columns deal
with the dangers of American Friendly Fascism, corporatism, Oligarchy, militarism, racism,
malnutrition, and Big Pharma’s over-drugging and over-vaccinating agendas as well as other
movements that threaten the environment, democracy, civility, health and the sustainability
and livability of the planet and the future of the children. Dr. Kohls is a frequent contributor
to Global Research 

Many of Dr Kohls’ columns have been archived at a number of websites, including:

http://duluthreader.com/search?search_term=Duty+to+Warn&p=2; 

http://duluthreader.com/search?search_term=Duty+to+Warn&p=2;
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http://www.globalresearch.ca/author/gary-g-kohls;

http://freepress.org/geographic-scope/national;

https://www.lewrockwell.com/author/gary-g-kohls/?ptype=article; and

https://www.transcend.org/tms/author/?a=Gary%20G.%20Kohls,%20MD
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